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VEHICLES 
 
The vehicles use pretty much the same rules as the rest of the system with a 
few adjustments that are more important to the GM than the players. So 
the vehicle rules are pulled out here, and you can use them to run players 
through races, chases, and demolitions. 
 
Players need to know how to apply their actions to a vehicle context, and 
you can tell them right away. (They are all spacers, so they all know how to 
do the various tasks in a cockpit or engine room.) For scale, give them a 
sense of how that works right before it matters.  
 
As for handling damage of their ship and other NPC ships, let that come 
out in play. No need to bore them with the details ahead of time.  
 
You, the GM, do most of the interpretation for critical success and failure 
and how to interpret dice rolls into the fiction and interpret the fiction 
down to dice rolls.  
 
Of course the vehicle rules are in the full edition of Black Space, but for the 
quickstart, they are separated out here so you can get the players stuck into 
the action as quickly as possible. 
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VEHICLES 
 
Jetskis, tanks, and space ships use the same basic rules for piloting and 
shooting. Focus on the vehicle relative to obstacles, or the vehicle relative 
to other vehicles, rather than stats for the vehicle itself. The two defining 
elements of a vehicle are scale and quality.  
 

Scale 
 
Vehicles operate on a scale that only matters if they are against vehicles of 
other scale. 

 Personal. Jetpacks, light motorcycles, skis. A person could lift it. 

 Small. Car, truck, light plane, shuttle. Can seat a few people. 

 Medium. Passenger plane, ferry, tank, star fighter, light freighter. 

 Large. Space freighters, cargo ships, star cruisers, light warships. 

 Capital. Massive space ships of the line, warships, space stations. 

 Monstrous. Planetary scale, anything much bigger than Capital. 
 
Every difference in scale is worth 2 points to compete, hit, and damage as 
appropriate for the situation. 
 
Bigger to Smaller. +2 to hit or outmaneuver (penalty) and x2 damage. 
Smaller to Bigger. -2 to hit or outmaneuver (bonus) and ÷2 damage (up to 
half rounds down, half or more rounds up). 
 
If a star fighter (Medium) shoots at a person (Personal) the star fighter is 2 categories 
bigger. That gives it +4 to hit (penalty), and x4 damage. 
 
If a person (Personal) shoots at a star fighter (Medium) the person is 2 categories smaller. 
That gives it -4 to hit (bonus), and damage ÷4. So, if the person inflicted 6 damage, ÷4, 
that’s 1.5 rounded up to 2. 
 
It is possible for vehicles to have weapons above or below their scale. For 
example, Medium bombers could be equipped with Capital scale torpedoes, 
and Capital ships can be outfitted with anti-fighter guns on a Medium scale. 
Just make a note on the vehicle’s information to that effect. 
 
Systems that are a different size than their vehicle mounts are not easier or 
harder to hit than their vehicle mounts. A Medium ship with a Capital 
weapon still counts as a Medium target. A Capital ship with Medium guns 
counts the guns as part of the Capital ship, they are not harder to hit. 
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Quality 
 
Any component of a vehicle can have a quality. The scale is Poor, Normal, 
Fine. Poor components grant disadvantage or are unreliable somehow. 
Fine components grant advantage or have some special distinction. 
 
If a character is pitting one trait against a trait of a different level, then that 
affects advantage. If one vehicle has a Normal Maneuverability, and another 
has a Poor Maneuverability, then the Normal Maneuverability gains 
advantage. If the gap is 2 wide, with a Poor against a Fine, the Fine 
automatically wins without a roll. 
 
Damaging a component drops it a quality level.  
 
A vehicle description probably has these components. Do not list Normal, 
only make a note if the vehicle component is Poor or Fine. Any 
components not listed are either not part of the vehicle, or assumed 
Normal. 
 

 Jet Pack. Speed. Range. Maneuverability. 

 Armored Car. Speed. Armor. Turret gun. Fixed gun. Maneuverability.  

 Star Fighter. Speed. Armor. Maneuverability. Missiles. Blaster cannon. 
Shields. Tesserarch (faster than light drive). Sensors. 

 
Assume Speed and Maneuverability for any vehicle. Other components: 
 
Armor (level and quality). (Per weapon.) Shields (if any.) Tesserarch (if 
any—the drive that allows faster than light travel.) Sensors. Etc. 
 
Substitutes for advantage for Fine components can include things like 
armor piercing weapons, nanofractal self-repairing hull armor, efficient 
processing long range sensors, engine boosters with a usage die, and that 
sort of thing. There is plenty of room to get creative. 
 

Armor 
 
Vehicles can have none, light, medium, or heavy armor. Only very unusual 
vehicles would bother with more than heavy armor, since the tradition for 
better protection in the current era is to add shields over the armor. 
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Each level of armor provides 1 damage reduction against each incoming 
source of damage. Light 1, Medium 2, Heavy 3. Damaging armor drops a 
level of protection. 
 

Shields 
 
The two main kinds of shielding are energy sheathing and point defense.  
 
Energy sheathing.  Small ships have 2 nodes, fore and aft, but a ship can 
have as many as it needs. Shields act as damage reduction, just like armor, 
with light (1), medium (2), and heavy (3). However, they have a usage die, 
usually d8, and every time the shield stops damage the usage die is rolled. 
When the shields go down, they’re down until they can be repaired. 
 
Point Defense. A blocker field has 2-8 hit points assigned to each 
projector. It can stop that much damage before it needs to cool down and 
reset over the course of about an hour. An operator can calibrate the point 
defense to stop some or all of an incoming attack; skilled users can blunt 
attacks that slam harmlessly against armor, so these defenses are more 
popular on heavily armored ships. (So if the ship had medium armor with 2 
damage reduction, and an incoming attack did 4 damage, use the point 
defense to stop 2 damage and let the other 2 hit the hull harmlessly.) 
Without someone running the point defense, it stops all hit points from 
incoming attacks until it overloads. 
 

Weapons 
 
Vehicle weapons do a standard d6. Heavy weapons do d6+1. Fine weapons 
may be upgraded to d8 instead of granting advantage. 
 
Missiles do (+1/2) per missile in the cluster after the first. Salvos are usually 
fired in bursts of 3 because that makes for simple x2 damage. 
 
Heavy missiles do 2d6 damage, and can be fired in salvos. They are often 
upgraded to fine quality to give them things like armor, shields, sensor 
cloaking, remote piloting, and that sort of thing. 
 
Bursts work the same on vehicle scale as they do on personal scale. 
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Each weapon system can be used up to twice a round unless it says 
otherwise. Sometimes a system is of poor quality or sufficient power drain 
that it can only fire once in a round.  
 
Only one person can control a weapon system in a round. However, 
multiple weapon systems are popular with pilots who get multiple actions in 
each round. 
 
In general, ship weaponry is powered from the engines, so there is no need 
for tracking ammunition with the usage die.  
 

Using Vehicles 
 
The game runs on basic actions, combat actions, move actions, and saving 
throws. Using vehicles is no different. What are some basic actions? 
 

 Strength (STR) Force responsiveness from failing components. 

 Dexterity (DEX) Fancy flying or accurate shooting.  

 Constitution (CON)  

 Intelligence (INT) Interpreting sensor data. 

 Wisdom (WIS) Noticing a change in sensor data, careful attention. 

 Charisma (CHA) Inspiring the crew, trash talking opponents. 
 
What are some combat related basic actions?  
 

 Shoot vehicle weapons. DEX 

 Jockey to grant advantage, or shake disadvantage. DEX 

 Reroute emergency power to prop up a flagging usage die system 
back to a higher die. INT 

 Distract a foe long enough for the plan to work. CHA 

 Trigger a critical bypass / repair. INT 
 
This is an ideal way to have one character succeed in an action that grants 
another character an advantage. 
 
If one character wants to use WIS to successfully angle the energy sheathing 
so instead of providing damage reduction it grants advantage to the pilot’s 
evasive maneuvers, go for it! If a gunner wants to shoot an asteroid so it 
breaks apart in a pursuer’s path, granting advantage to escape, that sounds 
exciting. If a character wants to re-route life support energy to recharge the 
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point defense so the crew has to cope with zero g and a countdown to 
suffocation, that’s excellent. 
 
What are some move actions? 
 

 Monitor sensors. 

 Shift power from one system to another.  

 Handle communications with another ship or spaceport. 

 Basic piloting, no fancy maneuvers. 
 
What are some saving throws? 
 

 Strength (STR) Not get hurled from your chair by a jarring hit. 

 Dexterity (DEX) Dodge incoming attacks. Avoid obstacles. 

 Constitution (CON) Stay conscious in all the smoke or handle 
multiple Gs through a power dive. 

 Intelligence (INT) Keep your head and avoid panic. 

 Wisdom (WIS) Spot that ambush, or boarding party. 

 Charisma (CHA) Pull a panicking crew together or avoid mutiny. 
 
The GM doesn’t roll to hit, so generally if a vehicle is not taking evasive 
maneuvers or it doesn’t make sense that it’s dodging, NPCs hit 
automatically. Vehicles of Medium size and bigger can hit each other 
without rolling unless taking evasive maneuvers. Use a cinematic 
imagination for exceptions, like granting disadvantage to missiles fired at a 
stationary target if interceptors are shooting at the missiles. 
 

The Replacement for Complex Subsystems 
 
With vehicles, it is very important for the GM to keep an eye out for 1 and 
20 results on the d20. Critical successes can lead to systems coming back 
online, batteries unexpectedly re-plumping their stores, multi-kills, hitting a 
specific component and knocking it out, and all sorts of exciting things. 
 
Likewise, a result of 20 should have systems failing, unexpected collisions, 
impacts throwing people out of their chairs, and so on. 
 
Think of the criticals as ways to add drama and unexpected developments 
to a simple and loose system. Criticals don’t have to be traced to the success 
or failure of a single person, they can also represent luck for the whole 
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party. If you can, use every critical to have something interesting happen 
that changes the tone of the battle or the adventure. 
 
If you are concerned that you won’t be able to think of anything cool that 
could happen in the moment, feel free to take some time and make a list of 
10-20 things that could happen with a critical success or critical failure. You 
can use that later to help jog your creativity during the game. This way you 
can even customize it for the ship the characters are piloting. 
 

Involve As Many People As You Can 
 
Many star fighters have room for a copilot, and many bigger ships have a 
number of seats on the bridge. Get everybody in there if you can! Let the 
pilot be awesome and fly the ship and run some of the guns, but get other 
characters in to try and reroute power to shields, or use sensors to keep 
track of choice targets, or run to the back and attempt to trigger bypasses 
for damaged systems. The more the merrier. 
 

Damage 
 
Vehicles have a default of 10 hit points. Most vehicles just take the hit 
points of damage, and are destroyed when the hit points run out.  
 
For vehicles with characters in them, when a vehicle is hit, the GM or 
shooter (table choice) rolls 1d10. On a result of 1-5, general hit point 
damage is done. On a result of 6-10, one of the vehicles’ components is 
specifically damaged, degraded a level of quality. (From Fine to Normal, 
Normal to Poor, or Poor to Gone.) 
 
As components degrade, be sure to add in disadvantages from the less 
functional component in a stressful situation. As for which system is hit, the 
GM can randomize or decide. 
 
To target a specific system, a shooter can take a disadvantage while 
shooting to hit the component. This can be balanced by someone providing 
advantage, or the shooter taking an action to get advantage.  
 
Even when a vehicle is destroyed, there may be room for a saving throw to 
make it to life boats or to pull an ejector handle. 
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 “But I Want the Math!” 
 
This game assumes you’ll wave off concerns of power consumption and 
distribution, logistical loads, cargo space, life support systems, artificial 
gravity, and other elements that only become interesting when they fail. 
 
You’re welcome to put together ship elements in a table, put price tags on 
them, assign point values to ship sizes, figure out tonnage of cargo space, 
and make some formulas so there’s constraint as you build your ships. This 
game won’t offer that to you here. 
 
The GM probably won’t do all that prep; GMs for games like this tend to 
daub massive bristling turbolasers and missile pods on a ship because it’s 
cool, on the fly, rather than labor alone to make sure the math adds up on 
the dreadnought cruiser.  
 
Characters will seldom be able to build their own ships, they usually get 
what they can find out there. It’s up to the GM and players to work 
together to get ships that are fun for everybody. If a ship isn’t working out, 
then it’ll probably blow up soon and another will come along! 
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Spaceships of the Transit Authority 
 

The Transit Authority is tasked with collecting tolls, fees, and taxes from 
legitimate trade and scrubbing out any pirates or outlaws. 

 
Tramach Interceptor. This 10 m ship has 2 seats and a pair of forward 
mounted blaster cannons. 10 hp. 
 

Scale: Medium 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 

Armor: Light (1) 
Twin Cannons: Normal 
Scanners: Fine. Designed for customs work. 

 
Bowlinger Gunship. This 50 m ship has 2 crew and up to 12 passengers. 
It can be used for carrying important passengers, or outfitted as a boarding 
vessel. It is designed to do well against both bigger and smaller ships, and is 
often part of an escort compliment. 10 hp. 
 

Scale: Large 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 
Sensors: Normal 
Tesserarch: Normal 

Armor: Medium (2) 
Shields: Light. 2 projectors. Sheathing. D8 
Turret Cannons: Normal. Dorsal, ventral. 
Missile Racks: Normal, light and medium. 
Tractor Beam: Fine. Drains power, targeted 
vessel operations are Disadvantaged. 

 
Grindalow Cruiser. This 400 m ship has 50 crew and up to 800 
passengers. It is a military vessel used to enforce blockades, assault pirate 
fleets, and carry out orbital bombardment and military insertion. 10 hp. 
 

Scale: Capital 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 
Sensors: Normal 
Tesserarch: Normal 

Armor: Medium (2) 
Shields: Light. 8 projectors. Sheathing. D8 
Turret Cannons: Normal. 12 banks. 
Missiles: Normal. Light, medium, heavy. 
Tractor Beam: Fine. Drains power, targeted 
vessel operations are Disadvantaged. 

Default configuration can deposit or retrieve a battalion with one command 
center, an armored unit with 24 tank equivalents, an air unit with 12 planes, 
a battalion of infantry with 400 troops, and prefab elements for some 
fortifications and support buildings and mechanic shops. 
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Troops and Vehicles of the Transit Authority 
 
Standard Troops. (6 hp, attributes are 10.) Light armor (1), blaster pistol 
(1d6+1), stun baton (1d6+1), hand scanner (to look for weapons or 
contraband.) Wrist mounted comm unit. Usually move in pairs, up to 
squads of 8. 
 
Special Response Troops. (8 hp, physical attributes 12, mental 10) 
Medium armor (2), restricts mobility. Blaster rifles (1d6+2). 4 point blocker 
field. 2 grenades (1d6 10 m). Zip tie cuffs. Helm mounted comm unit, 
helmet cams. Move in squads of 4, 3 squads to a rapid response truck. 
 
Surveyors. (6 hp, physical attributes 10, mental 14) Blaster pistol (1d6+1). 
Stun glove (CON save or KO, d6 usage die). Reflective glasses with lie 
detection algorithms (disadvantage CHA saves). 2 standard troop 
bodyguards. These special investigators are assigned to solve mysteries or 
fugitive situations that vex the Transit Authority.  
 
 
Rapid Response Truck. (10 hp.) This 8 m vehicle has wheels, tracks, 
hoverpads, or a combination depending on where it sees service. It can 
carry up to 3 squads of 4.  
 

Scale: Small 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 

Armor: Medium (2) 
Cannon Turret: Normal 
Tactical Center Scanners; scan crowds for 
threats, coordinate helm cams, broadcasting. 
Supplies: Backup gear for a squad, medical 
supplies, emergency relief supplies. 

  
Patrol Glider. (10 hp.) This 12 m vehicle has vertical take off and landing 
capacity with fans and antigrav, and quiet operation in the skies, plus 
booster jets for quick maneuvering or response time. It has room for 2 
crew and 4 passengers. It is designed to sound like it growls as it operates. It 
can operate in atmosphere or space. 
 

Scale: Small 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 
Sensors: Fine. ID specific 
life signs for pursuit. 

Armor: Light (1) 
Twin Cannons: Normal 
Missile Racks: Light, Fine—target lock. 
Ventral Turret: Fine. No penalty to target 
Personal scale, but still gets x2 damage. 
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Spaceships of the Rellex Core 
 

The Rellex Core is a renegade shipyard. It maintains its self-defense by 
selling combat space ships to scoundrels pledged to help them stay free. 
 

Voidsnipper Scout Fighter. This 20 m ship has 1 crew and 6 seats. It is 
designed for exploration and fast passenger transit, as well as defense or 
assault. This is a flexible vessel used for many purposes. 10 hp. 
 

Scale: Large 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 
Sensors: Normal 
Tesserarch: Normal 

Armor: Light (1) 
Shields: Light. 2 projectors. Sheathing. D8 
Nose Cannon: Normal.  
Missile Racks: Fine, light guided missiles. 
Once DEX gets a lock, dodging is 
disadvantaged. 

 
Tallymarker Freighter. This 100 m ship has 1 crew and up to 12 seats. It 
is designed for moving cargo modules (the individual contents of a module 
can be customized.) Modules can even be equipped with power supplies, 
turrets, and missiles to make a freighter a combat craft. 10 hp.  
 

Scale: Large 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Poor 
Sensors: Normal 
Tesserarch: Normal 

Armor: Light (1) 
Turret Cannons: Normal. Dorsal, ventral. 
 

 
Starlaunch Assault Ship. This 100 m ship has 1 crew and up to 12 seats. 
It is designed with generous cargo space, but also with docking spars and an 
internal hanger, so it can support up to 4 Starlaunch Interceptors. 10 hp. 
 

Scale: Large 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 
Sensors: Normal 
Tesserarch: Normal 

Armor: Medium (2) 
Shields: Light. 2 projectors. Sheathing. D8 
Nose Cannon: Normal.  
Missile Racks: Fine, medium missiles, ignore 
energy shielding. 

 
Starlaunch Interceptor. Single seat craft designed for dogfighting. 10 hp. 

Scale: Medium 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 

Armor: Light (1) 
Shields: Light. 2 projectors. Sheathing. D8 
Nose Cannon: Normal.  
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Stats for Monsters 
 
The book does not include “stats” for the monsters in a ready-to-use 
block because they are designed to be customized and scaled up or 
down based on the situation. To use the monsters, you only need a few 
things written down. 
 
Description. How big is it? What does it look like?  
 
Hit Points. Assume about 6 hit points for a normal person, scale up or 
down from there. 
 
Armor. It probably has between 0-3 armor. 
 
Special. Anything different but important to understand to run the 
creature in the game. These can be put in a point list to help track every 
special trait to remember during the game. 
 
Add damage inflicted to every weapon trait. The default is 1d6, +1 for 
high quality and +1 if energy is involved. You can also add more because 
the creature is ferocious, or very strong, or for other reasons. 
 
Examples of Specials 

 Scale. Is it Personal scale like the characters? Bigger? Smaller? 

 Flamethrower. Avoid with a DEX save. 

 Regenerate. Regains 1 hit point a round. 

 Vulnerable Belly. Called shots to the underside ignore armor. 

 Sucker Feet. It can walk on walls or the ceiling. 

 Venom. Many possibilities: CON save to avoid paralysis, or taking a 
permanent attribute point loss, or instant death, or going to sleep, 
etc. 

 Terrifying. WIS save or run away; if you can’t run, cower. Out of 
action for 1d6 rounds. 
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Living Nonhuman Threats 
 
No official organization acknowledges the existence of sentient alien life. 

However, there are always stories that circulate around the canned air of 

space bars about hushed up encounters. What is broadly accepted is that 

there is a proliferation of weird alien wildlife out there that is poorly 

understood but dangerous to encounter. Scientists and the ultra-wealthy 

want these specimens as specimens or trophies or pets. 

 
Drainweed. This plant forms a central bulb with tendrils. It connects to 
power sources and drains them, using the energy to grow more plant mass 
with supernatural speed. It can drain batteries and living things. Its flowers 
sense energy, directing future growth. Bulbs range from fist size to car size, 
some on derelict spacecraft are rumored to be bigger. Within 3 m per size, 
every 10 minutes or every use triggers a roll of usage dice. This threat can 
be picked up on a critical failure traversing space, or at a poorly maintained 
space port, or in a ruined area. Humans who sleep too close are cocooned 
and drained. 
 
Scribbles. Formless gooey invertebrates form shells, limbs, and weapons 
out of whatever is nearby. They can build bodies out of rock or wreckage. 
Inside the salvaged bodies, they are translucent, with eyes and a stomach 
and tendril-like paralytic whips. Size ranges from a football to a space ship, 
depending on how long they’ve had to add limbs and grow more nervous 
system and adhesive. They find humans an ideal fit for their digestive 
systems, but they can survive on lichen and algae and such. 
 
Tumblers. Like a biological minefield, some areas of space are seeded with 
these creatures. They hibernate in the void, seemingly impervious to its 
threats. When something bumps them, they instinctively grab on, and 
slowly wake to examine the object, enter it, and become fully active. Their 
shapes differ, as do their sizes, but they are scanner-resistant and have shiny 
black plating and no visible sensory equipment. They hate things that move, 
and can only relax when all around them is stillness. The few that have been 
studied in laboratory settings have demonstrated preferential hate for 
humans (which they ingest) and an instinctive brilliance for escape. Current 
theory is that they are some kind of long-lost bio weapon. Different 
“brands” have different proprietary signature attacks or defenses, including 
molecular acid circulatory systems, mental attacks, invisibility cloaks, short 
range teleportation, optional intangibility, and psychic computer hacking. 
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Generative Parasites. These tiny worms get into people through the soles 
of their feet or an area with thin skin. They crawl to the brain, where they 
secrete various chemicals that shut down cognition and super-charge the 
body, nourishing and strengthening it with mutations. The parasite’s 
overriding desire is to spread, biting or coughing or spitting to get eggs or 
tiny worms into the systems of other hosts. When enough hosts are 
infected, dozens crawl together and die to form spawning pits, creating a 
hive mind that toys with the genetic code to make more dangerous mutants 
to protect the ongoing crusade to spread unchecked. A city size infestation 
may yield mutations as dramatic as dragons and sand worms, at the cost of 
thousands of hosts churned up for genetic fodder. Several large-scale 
disasters are publicly known, others are hushed up experiments to study the 
mutagenic power of hive minds. 
 
Bhulark, the Death Planet. Rather than being one species, this planet is 
noteworthy for the mind-blowing diversity of its ecosystem. A ceaseless and 
fast-mutating arms race has created a world that kills anything that visits 
from outside, almost immediately. From the viruses to the plants to the 
animals, everything on this world is lethal to its competitors, predators, and 
prey. A massive war was fought in its high and low orbits by corporations 
doing battle for the rights to claim the planet and its many-splendored 
lethalities. If it is rare, lethal, and expensive, it probably came from Bhulark. 
 
Resonant Space. There is a theory that sentient life force and other astral 
phenomenon create impressions that are impossible to perceive, but which 
can be energized by prolonged exposure to subspace manipulation like 
activating faster than light drives or using big energy reactors. Energy can 
take on a sentience and personality, or just echo long-lost emotions or 
memories into a space. This field of study is highly active. Scholars, 
weaponeers, and aristocrats sink vast fortunes into going to places that have 
active “hauntings” to understand the underlying principles and learn to 
manipulate them. Whether the results are tech fields to allow incorporeal 
movement or immortality as an energy signature, the possibilities are vast. 
 
“Bunnies.” Spacers call any sort of “pet” or critter they encounter that is 
indigenous to a setting a “bunny.” Why? Bunny is a cautionary term; when 
introduced into a new place, the rabbits would breed out of control and 
threaten the system. Also, it’s funny, because many “bunnies” are all teeth, 
claws, venom, and slime. Also, what else are you going to call them? Some 
ships allow bunnies as pets, either in cages or running loose. Cats, dogs, 
lizards, birds, fish, mice, and so on are available as pets. So are bunnies. 
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WELCOME TO THE SCATTERSHOT REACH 
 

This rules-light game focuses on humans in space. Dangerous sublight 

eddies near the Scattershot Reach have led to many shipwrecks over the 

decades, and the recent battle between rebels and the Transit Authority left 

excellent salvageable wrecks scattered through the asteroids. 

 

While the Transit Authority is re-asserting its grip on local systems, the 

Scattershot Reach is something of a gold rush town. A shattered Mylari 

class cruiser has been refitted to be a space station, the Shot Glass, at the 

far end of the run. Near the center, Station 22A, or “Twunnytwa” keeps a 

close eye on making sure only those with licenses handle salvage, and that 

the proceeds are only sold to Transit Authority approved customers. 

 

Whether you have your own ship, or whether you’ve signed on as a salvage 

crew or protection for a bigger ship, the Scattershot Reach is a food chain. 

Some critters will eat the others, and it’s best to stay on the better-armed 

and more-alert end of that chain. 

 

The best employers tend to be larger concerns, like ore refinery centers or 

franchise salvage ops with the bigger ships. They also have the most Transit 

Authority oversight, so there are advantages to working with independent 

freighters, small mining claims, and passenger ships that worry about 

pirates. 

 

There are plenty of dangers and paychecks around mundane concerns, but 

getting into espionage of stealing code machines and secret weapons from 

warships is heady and lethal work with a massive payday if you don’t get 

double-crossed. People in safer environments with more money than sense 

will also pay for some of the strange wildlife that grows around the 

asteroids, and sometimes hides in shipwrecks. 

 

Cinch up your vacc suit, strap on a blaster, and head 

out for those spinning rocks. Death or fortune waits 

for you! 
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BASELINE SETTING ASSUMPTIONS 
 

This book is intentionally vague on detail for the implied setting. Each 

group of players is encouraged to customize the setting to taste. Some will 

lean towards more sophistication, others towards cruder technology. That is 

encouraged. Ultimately the group is looking to the GM to be the last word 

on how the setting works, what’s normal, and what beyond that is possible. 

Ideally GMs will listen carefully to players and take cues from them in 

finalizing details in the world. Here are a few suggestive reference points. 

 

Standardized Controls and Modular Design 
 

The Transit Authority governs a broad umbrella of corporations who agree 

to follow its standards and practices. Any character of the Spacer class 

(which is all of them in this book) knows the basics for piloting standard 

vehicles from motorcycles to starships, and using sensors, communications, 

and weapon systems. There is enough uniformity in technology design that 

all characters can use pretty much any modern technology they encounter. 

 

If they encounter technology from the Scattering a thousand years ago, they 

may or may not be able to figure out how it works. If they are dealing with 

colonists who operate outside the Transit Authority the tech may or may 

not be different, outside the skill set of a spacer. 

 

The default setup for station-based controls (like engineering on a 

spacecraft or space station, or a sensor array) is to have a person log in with 

a standardized identification or a customized personal id. The big panels are 

blank, and then blink to life as programmable soft-key consoles. So, you can 

program how you like to set things up, then access your specific custom 

setup from different positions on the bridge of a ship, elsewhere in the ship, 

or a space station on the same network that recognizes your credentials. 

 

The Criminal System 
 

The Transit Authority is the only strong centralized law out here, and it 

doesn’t care to take on civic responsibilities. If people break the law, then if 

Transit Authorities don’t sweep them up immediately, a bounty is put out 

on the miscreants. When they are brought to the Transit Authority, their 
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possessions are forfeit to cover bounty and processing fees, and they are 

put to work in penal facilities as indentured workers for a fixed time (where 

they can successfully network with other criminals, or maybe die violently.) 

 

In general, assume a posted bounty of about 100 credits for every year of 

prison they’d be expected to serve, plus or minus depending on 

circumstances. The Transit Authority is generally happy to pay up, as this is 

the easiest way to maintain some kind of law structure and it is important to 

have the trust of the people in running it.  

 

Crime and severity revolve around the effect on the corporations in the 

Transit Authority, so murder of someone useful is a far greater offense than 

murder of someone who is not connected. Theft and destruction of 

company property is harshly punished, and evading licensing fees or 

counterfeiting identification to avoid paying taxes is a more severe offense 

than attempted murder or alleged piracy of non-Transit Authority ships. 

 

If a wanted characters turn themselves in, the investigation around their 

alleged crime gets far more investigative energy, and leniency or release is 

possible if they are cleared of wrongdoing (often by powerful friends.) 

 

The key idea: the Transit Authority wants to keep the peace and protect the 

status quo. Digging for truth or standing up for underdogs is unpopular. 

 

Owning a Ship 
 

About 80% of all spacecraft are owned by the big corporations, and the 

20% that aren’t tend to be leftovers put out to pasture and sold at auction, 

as-is and buyer beware. Big corporations assign crew to their fleets. Smaller 

corporations have a team of spacers who are like a NASCAR driver and pit 

crew, keeping the sponsored vehicle popular and fixing its damage as 

needed to keep it in the race for credits. 

 

Licensing, maintaining, and fueling a spacecraft is expensive. Smaller outfits 

are constantly pursuing better contract terms with clients, or looking for 

ways to monetize their expensive asset to the best advantage. Crew who 

lose a ship and don’t have a good relationship with the sponsor can expect 

to face legal action settled in an unsympathetic Transit Authority court. 
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Sensors 
 

Spacecraft tend to have sensors that can scan an area on the planet surface 

for life, as well as analyzing weather patterns and atmospheric makeup. All 

sensors are connected to computers of varying strength, and a normal setup 

can narrow the scan to look for specific elements or have a sensor mask to 

adjust the scan to filter out noise and focus in.  

 

Use WIS to see if characters notice something unusual while scanning, or 

notice something popping up on an otherwise quiet scan. To analyze the 

data and figure out what’s going on, or fine-tune the equipment, use INT. 

 

Energy is Critical 
 

Spacers can shift energy from one or more systems to bolster other 

systems, overtaxing or burning out components in their equipment, their 

habitations, and their spacecraft. Assume there is a fair amount of backup 

design in common tools and systems designed to support the user trying to 

make equipment do things it was not designed to do. Flexibility and creative 

thinking are prized qualities in spacers, and the standards for equipment 

were built with that in mind. Also, dead batteries usually have a way to 

recharge, from a solar panel or a bio-energy siphon or a reserve charger. 

 

Robots 
 
Mostly useful when remote controlled, robot technology has ventured into 
somewhat reliable auto pilot and ability to carry out basic commands that fit 
with the robot’s function. The most sophisticated robots are drones used to 
spy or fire weapons, often with cloaking mechanisms and electronic stealth 
measures. Some of these drones can fit on a backpack and be controlled 
from a greave. There are automatic tripod mounted guns that can shoot 
anything that moves except targets carrying a “friend” transmitter the size 
of a coin. There are door guards that have algorithms to figure out who is 
allowed passage and who is not, sometimes free standing and sometimes 
built in. Remote control battle walkers and drone ships are increasingly 
common, but usage is limited because of skilled hackers who can turn the 
tide at once if the central communication with drones is disrupted or 
pirated. In general, robots are still more expensive and less disposable than 
people. 
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Patronage of Lew 
 
Here is a setup to help you get started right away. 
 

Darsul Lew, Entrepreneur 
 
The characters have all been hired to work for Darsul Lew, a wealthy 
member of the Lew Dynasty that controls the Sura Moon in orbit 
around Pulaxis. He has a reputation in the family as being a 
troubleshooter and a bit of a scamp. 
 
Darsul lives on Sanctity Station, one of the defense stations in orbit 
around the private moon his family owns. He holds court there, and 
when the characters are not on assignment they have quarters on the 
station. Darsul manages a favor bank with the family, and with the 
family’s contacts, so there are always people who need favors and he 
usually has strings he can pull to gain access or quiet scandal. 
 
The man himself is in his forties, though he looks almost ageless with 
the aid of fantastic health care. He cuts a trim and aristocratic figure, 
with a golden sweep of hair and an impeccable smile; it is difficult to 
stay angry with him, and he doesn’t hold grudges. He enjoys the finer 
things, especially expensive sports like hover racing, and fine wines. 
 
His wife Wessa is stocky and broad, with plain features and a suspicious 
scowl. She can never get her hair to behave, and she doesn’t bother 
with fancy clothes unless she has to. She handles the mundane 
business, and also specializes in working out grudges (her own or those 
of her friends.) She doesn’t care about Darsul’s various dalliances, nor 
does he care about hers. They have an affection of sorts, and he is 
always willing to let her borrow his spacers if she has a task for them. 
She obviously loves flowers made of minerals and metals, and decorates 
with them. She secretly loves stuffed animals. She is fiercely loyal to 
friends. 
 
Here are some adventures. They can be expanded or contracted and 
combined; they are ideas to help you get started and keep the game 
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rolling. These are sketchy—embroider them, add color and flavor to fit 
your game table. Use as many or as few of the complications as desired. 
 

Tryst 
 
Arula Lew is the immature 16 year old daughter of Tanrel Lew, whose 
fortune is sunk in asteroid mines. She has been pining to borrow a ship 
and go to Bells Station on the other side of the system, a 2 day journey.  
 
Now she’s run away from home and gone to Darsul, and he is humoring 
her and letting her borrow the Starsparrow—with the condition that 
she take along some of his people. (That’s the characters.) She 
reluctantly agrees, and will return in a week. 
 

 Romance. She’s going to see Landers Fel, a very attractive young 
man she met at one of her father’s formal functions. He’s a rough 
young pilot who was at the event as a servant, and it was 
infatuation at first sight. Her father would definitely not approve! 
But that’s not your problem. 

 Jail Bait. Landers Fel is actually in the employ of the Dyvert 
Consortium of miners, and this is a ruse to lure Arula out of her 
father’s security to ransom her for licensing concessions. Trell 
Kelmach has a team of masked spacers with stun batons to make 
sure the kidnapping goes smoothly in the hotel after the love birds 
meet in the Bell’s Station Soaring Gardens. 

 Come Home NOW. Tanrel Lew is furious with his daughter, and has 
sent a hard-hitting team led by Jax Eleth and his four spacers to 
bring her back no matter who tries to get in the way. Darsul may or 
may not find out in time to warn them. 

 Empty Trap. The Transit Authority picked Landers Fel up on a theft 
charge (he earnestly insists he’s innocent; doesn’t matter either 
way.) Trell Kelmach is furious because the trap won’t work—Fel 
contacted Arula to tell her he’s in jail. He will try to catch Arula 
anyway, but meanwhile she insists the spacers help her break him 
out of the minimum security holding station. 

Trell Kelmach. HP: 12. Armor: 2. Wears a cloak and armor, including an 
imposing skull mask. His followers have 8 HP each. 
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 Stun baton: CON save or twitch for 1d4 rounds, helpless (DEX save 
to avoid the hit, at disadvantage against multiple foes.)  

 Also blasters (1d6+1) and various melee weapons. 
 
Jax Eleth. HP: 18. Armor: 2. A trim, graceful man, his dark skin offset by 
his white armor. Wears a tabard with House Lew heraldry. His followers 
have 12 hit points each. 

 Armor piercing greave blades, ignore up to 2 armor points. 

 Staple cuffs; wrist launcher, two blades and a length of cord, to pin 
people to walls with a range attack. 

 Blocker field stops 4 hit points, resets in 10 minutes. 
 

Delaying Action 
 
The Lew family restricts access to the Sura Moon they own, partly 
because they do illegal things there. One of those things is managing a 
bile farm for taysago spiders, particularly nasty human-sized 
cartilaginous monsters. The bile is used for high-powered batteries and 
can be refined as an ingredient for tayso spray, a potent and illegal 
hallucinogenic some space cults claim is key to religious rites. 
 
The spacers are sent to be abandoned in an escape pod in the path of 
the inspection ship, and when they’re pulled aboard, do as much subtle 
sabotage as they can to delay the inspector’s ship. The Surveyor’s ship 
Seeker is a Bowlinger Gunship with 2 pilots, the Surveyor, and a team of 
6 troops. 
 

 Familiar Face. Unexpectedly, one of the characters knows Surveyor 
Prewil from the past. Are they friends? Enemies? Did one mentor 
the other? Maybe an old flame? Family member? 

 Great Minds. The copilot, Sanadel Ryvers, is a long-term mole who 
answers to Delia Lew. He has already initiated a sabotage that 
damages the tesserarch engagement circuit, and now that they are 
on board he triggers the sabotage and blames them. If the blame 
sticks, they’ll go to prison for at least six years. 

 Shackles. Silurius is a terrifying mutant pirate who ambushes the 
Seeker because he wants to protect the flow of tayso spray, it is part 
of his religion. He will take them all into slavery and customize their 
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ship, adding it to his pirate fleet. He’s in a Starlaunch Interceptor 
with 4 interceptors. If he wins, he will put them in the Seeker brig 
until his prison barge catches up. 

 Iron Fist. The Grindalow Cruiser named Iron Fist under Captain 
Robard responds to a secret distress call, overpowering all other 
threats. The characters are invited to testify against the Lew family, 
and in exchange gain commission in the Transit Authority. This offer 
may or may not be genuine; do they risk it? 

 
Silurius. HP: 18. Armor: 3. His leathery reptilian skin has chitinous plates 
over it, his head encased, but with little flippy doors he can flex open to 
reveal his hideous features inside. A solid 2 meters tall. His crew were 
exposed to his mutagens and the ship’s broken shielding, and so have 6 
HP and an average of medium armor from chitinous plates, with various 
melee weaponry grown over. 

 Piercing arm, 1d6+1, ignores 1 point of armor. 

 Regeneration, 1 hit point a minute; if he escapes, he’ll get better. 
 

Behind Enemy Lines 
 
A battle between the Dughest Enterprises corp and the Luminous West 
corp is playing out on the Ghrek Moon of Tybrial Eleven. The root of the 
conflict is over the right to place listening posts on the moon, which is 
strategically placed. The Transit Authority is in diplomatic negotiations, 
but the border war is in full swing on the moon.  
 
Druelis Kayreel is Darsul Lew’s niece, married into the Kayreel family. 
Her husband Six Kayreel was taken alive by the Luminous West corp, 
and because he is a captain with access to codes and intel, it seems 
certain Dughest will do what they’re famous for, and melt his brain to 
get at the data. She wants him back alive and whole, and Luminous 
West won’t commit to the rescue.  Darsul Lew has agreed to send some 
spacers in behind enemy lines to get him out. 
 

 Unchained. Maybe Luminous West wouldn’t commit to rescue 
because they were going to release a mass of heavily muscled and 
armored monsters from their (highly illegal) bio-weapons division to 
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overrun that area and basically eat the Dughest troops. Dead 
monsters dissolve into goo, and they can self-destruct. 

 Mine, Not Yours. The Dughest base is in a survey mine, with a mass 
of robot-drilled tunnels converging on a central base. Getting into 
the tunnels is easy, but some of the tunneling robots are still active 
and reprogrammed for defense, trying to keep the tunnels clear of 
debris or intruders. 

 Queen. Turns out Dughest didn’t want access codes and intel, they 
wanted Six Kayreel because his combination of mutation and 
implants makes him the brood queen for all those monsters 
outside, and he summoned them here to rescue him; now he’s a 
little unhinged. 

 Loyalties and Rewards. Both Captain Wellsly of the Luminous West 
and Captain Horace of the Dughest will establish communication 
with the spacers and/or the outpost. Both want the spacers to help 
them. Luminous West wants Six Kayreel (or just his head) back and 
all this to be covered up. Dughest wants Six Kayreel (or just his 
head) and witness testimony about what happened here. They 
argue over the coms, jamming each other, in an arms race of signal 
boosting, trying to persuade the spacers to help them. 

 
Corp Troopers. HP: 8. Armor: 2. Dughest troops wear blue armor with 
blank faceplates and heavy coats. Luminous West troops wear red 
armor with nozzles and such like gas masks and a narrow silver view slit. 

 Blaster pistols and rifles, and a knife.  
 
Monsters. HP: 12. Armor: 2. (Personal scale damage against them is 
halved.) They are somewhat gorilla shaped, two meters tall at the 
shoulder, with subdermal armor and shark-like heads. Metal plating 
with a few dull red lights is implanted behind their shoulderblades, with 
an antenna array. Their eyes can poke out of the head and rise in half-
meter eyestalks. 

 Fast. They are about twice as fast as humans. 

 Brutal. They hit for (1d6+2)x2. STR saves can only halve damage, not 
avoid it, but DEX can avoid it. On a critical fail on a saving throw to 
avoid the monster’s damage, get torn to pieces. 

 Pounce. If they jump at a target and hit it, double damage. 

 Small (vehicle scale.) Their damage is doubled. Damage against 
them from characters is halved. 
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Bashii Race 
 
The Nurail Moon off the shoulder of Sylax Nine is home to the Bashii 
Station, a notorious pirate watering hole. Once a year, scoundrels and 
mutants gather from all over the quadrant to enter the Bashii Race, 
hover racing at its dirtiest. Darsul Lew loves to attend, he is an avid fan 
of the sport, and he wants some of his spacers to go along.  
 
Amid the pageantry of the race, underworld figures meet, make deals, 
socialize, and arrange for their enemies’ misfortune. Darsul will do some 
of that, but this year he also wants to sponsor a go-bang racer with the 
spacers as crew. One is pilot, the other sits in a side car with a gun 
mount. The race is 5 laps, 100 kilometers per lap, at speeds that often 
exceed 300 kph. People die. Go-bang racer teams must handle the 
qualifying run, then they’re ranked among the 99 other racers. There 
are three races over the course of the week; the Darmol Run, the 
Caramel Peak Run, and the Canyon Dive Run. Winners get prestige. 
Anyone finishing the race gets 100,000 credits, minus 1,000 for 
everyone who finished before them. (Tenth place, 90,000 credits.) 
Usually about 1/4 of the racers finish the race. 
 

 Rubbing is Racing. Cheating is rampant. Harpoon guns, built in 
shields or point defense systems, bags of deadly bugs put in other 
go-bang racers’ housings to crawl out when the engines fire up, and 
so on. Someone sabotages the go-bang every time they turn 
around; do they check it often enough? 

 Rival. Jukkuruk is a desert mutant who becomes their enemy, either 
from a previous interaction or an event at the race. He is a terrible 
bully. He focuses on them and plans to take them out during the 
race. Meanwhile, his two mates ride in sidecars, one on each side; 
two sidecars is slower, but more heavily armed. 

 Spectator Trouble. During a race, Luria, a pirate out of the Slugathi 
Orbit, kidnaps Darsul Lew with her first mate, Arulu the giant 
cyborg. Turns out she just wants him for a “remember when” sexual 
fling, but there’s no way to know that until she gets him.  
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 Old Times’ Sake. A figure from a spacer’s past sees the spacer’s 
name on the roster of pilots, and now knows how to locate the 
elusive spacer. Who could it be, and what do they want? 

 
Jukkuruk, Desert Mutant. HP: 12. Armor: 1. He looks like a hunched and 
sickly human, with reptilian scales for skin and slitted pupils. His mates 
have 6 hit points each. 

 Reflexes. He is mutated, and has incredible reflexes. He goes first 
unless someone else is similarly advantaged. He inflicts 
disadvantage on attacks where reflexes would help avoid them. 

 Acid Sacs. He has acid sacs in his wrists, and often uses them to 
commit careful sabotage on other go-bangs.  

 
Sandflynger. HP: 10. Armor: 1. Scale: Small. Speed: Normal. 
Maneuverability: Normal. Armor: Normal. Pod cannons: Normal. One on 
each side. 
 
Lew’s Racer (Named by the PCs). HP: 10. Armor: 1. Scale: Small. Speed: 
Normal. Maneuverability: Normal. Armor: Normal. Pod cannon: Normal. 
Shielding: Point Defense (4) reset between races. 

 The spacers can add 1 “Fine” rating in, and note how it helps. 
 
Luria. HP: 8. Armor: Blocker field (4). She is completely hairless with 
tattoos of her favorite poems in glyphs, lines and blocks on her lavender 
skin. Her eyes have three pupils each. Her teeth are sharp black ridges. 

 Pheremone mutation. Resisting her socially is at a disadvantage if 
she chooses to influence a target with insufficient air filtration. 

 She has a blaster pistol and various blades, as well as some 
unexpected miniaturized gear as you think of it. 

 
Arulu. HP: 20. Armor: 3, force field (1). Think Frankenstein’s Monster 
but more heavily armored, with a broad steel forehead and hunched 
lifeless features. His skin is dead white, his armor is burnished black 
steel and ceremite, etched with warning symbols. 

 Handshake. He can hack into systems and devices. 

 Remote. He can take over vehicles and pilot them mentally. 
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The Starsparrow 
 

Scale: Medium (42 m long) 
Speed: Normal 
Maneuverability: Normal 
Sensors: Normal 
Tesserarch: Normal 

Armor: Medium (2) 
Shields: Light. 2 projectors. Sheathing. D8 
Arm Cannons: Fine. Energy bolstered, do 
+2 instead of +1.  
Turret Cannon: Normal.  
Missile Racks: Fine, 24 light guided 
missiles. Once DEX gets a lock, dodging is 
disadvantaged. 

 
Selenica Heavy Assault Gunship. Seats 5 in the cockpit. 6 cabins, each 
can support 1 or 2. Cabins are port side, cargo compartment starboard. 
Each arm has a weapon chamber fore, cabins or cargo, and engine room 
aft. The center has the bridge fore, lounge with the gunner chair, and 
equipment lockers and airlock aft. 
 
Selenica Class are used as escort ships, couriers, and passenger ships for 
dignitaries. They are expected to hold their own against three times their 
number of interceptors until they can escape an ambush or assault a larger 
target. Cargo space is minimal, as the gunship favors heavier armor and 
more crew and passengers. The Selenica is carefully calibrated to be as 
defensible as possible without being overtly threatening, for diplomatic 
missions or visits to nervous ports. 

 
[Vandel, can you do a legally distinct version of this?] 
 

 
 


